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Abstract. The News Angler project aims to support journalists in find-
ing new and unexpected connections and angles in the news. The project
therefore explores how recent artificial intelligence (AI) techniques —
such as knowledge graphs, natural-language processing (NLP) and ma-
chine learning (ML) — can support high-quality journalism that exploits
big and open data sources. A central contribution is News Hunter, a se-
ries of prototype journalistic knowledge platforms (JKPs).
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1 Background
Journalism is in crisis [15], but advances in AI offer new opportunities [11]. Jour-
nalists today have access to a wealth of digital information from news aggrega-
tors, social media, open data, and other sources. These data can be automatically
analysed, integrated, organised, prepared, and stored with high semantic preci-
sion. Theories and techniques from artificial intelligence (AI) – such as knowledge
graphs, natural-language processing (NLP) and machine learning (ML) – can be
used to classify, label, cluster, detect events, and otherwise process streams of
potentially news-relevant information in new and powerful ways.
2 The News Hunter Platform
The Intelligent Information Systems (I2S) group at the University of Bergen
is therefore collaborating with Wolftech Broadcast Solutions AS, a supplier of
newsroom systems for the international market. Together, we are developing
News Hunter (Fig. 1), a series of prototype journalistic knowledge platforms
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Fig. 1. The News Hunter platform uses a central news knowledge graph to make online
information sources more useful for working journalists.
(JKPs) [13, 3, 4]. News Hunter continuously harvests potentially news-relevant
texts from social media and other online sources in real time; analyses them
semantically using NLP and ML; and represents them in a central knowledge
graph. This knowledge graph can be analysed further, enriched with data from
the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud, and used to suggest leads, angles, back-
ground information and other relevant insights to working journalists.
The first generation (2000-2010) of knowledge platforms that targetted jour-
nalistic purposes focussed on exploiting semantic-web technologies for informa-
tion organisation by supporting tasks such as knowledge integration and au-
tomated semantic annotation and search. The second generation (2010-2020)
moved on to exploit LOD technologies for more proactive tasks, such as identi-
fying news events, automating fact checking, and suggesting relevant background
information for journalists [4].
3 The News Angler Project
The News Angler project aims to go beyond the state of art by exploring a third
generation of big-data ready journalistic knowledge platforms [7] that support
journalists in finding new and unexpected connections and angles in unfolding
news events [12, 14]. The project analyses and represents the harvested texts in
knowledge graphs, aiming to support deep and innovative information mining.
4 Techniques
The platform currently runs in a big-data ready OpenStack cloud on a cluster
of more than 20 nodes managed by Terraform and Ansible, making it easy to
expand on demand. It is organised as a micro-service architecture of Docker
containers running as a Docker Swarm [9]. Source texts are stored in Cassandra
along with their metadata represented in JSON-LD format. The central news
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knowledge graph is stored in a distributed Blazegraph triple store. Kafka is used
as a publication/subscription message queue and as a stream database, with
metadata controlled by Zookeeper. MongoDB manages configuration and other
metadata relevant for the platform and services.
Specialised services [9, 6] are implemented in Python 3.8-3.9, using FastAPI
to provide external APIs [9]. Real-time harvesters have been implemented for
tweets, RSS and NewsAPI messages, and for GDELT events. On the natural-
language processing (NLP) side, DBpedia Spotlight is central for named-entity
linking (NEL) [2]. In addition, Docker containers have been written that use
Neuralcoref for co-reference resolution; Spacy NEL and Kolitsas et al’s [10] end-
to-end neural network for named-entity linking; and OpenNRE and SPN4RE [16]
for relation extraction. A specialised service has been implemented to lift GDELT
events into RDF format. The small knowledge graphs that result from these
semantic analyses are represented as JSON-LD and submitted to Kafka. An
updating service automatically retrieves the JSON-LD items from Kafka and
inserts them into the news knowledge graph stored in Blazegraph [9, 6], which
provides a SPARQL endpoint for powerful semantic information retrieval.
Ongoing work includes aggregation of low-level GDELT events into composite
news-level events and services for suggesting local news angles on the harvested
and analysed news items. Earlier versions of the platform [4] also provided basic
services for topic identification, classification, event detection, and a graphical
user interface that we plan to include in the current platform.
5 Results
In parallel with technical exploration of the prototype platform, the News Angler
project has made a range of related theoretical contributions, some in final form
and others in progress, including: a review of challenges and opportunities for
journalistic knowledge platforms (JKPs) [8]; usage scenarios for JKPs; a survey
of knowledge graphs in the news; a survey of named-entity linking (NEL) tech-
niques [2]; a proposal for combining lifting techniques [1]; a reference architecture
for JKP [9]; OWL ontologies for representing news items, news events [14] and
news angles [12]; analyses and representations of selected computational news
angles [12]; analogical reasoning over news angles [17, 18]; and a discussion of
privacy issues [5].
Conclusion
This short paper has presented an overview of the News Angler project and the
evolving News Hunter platform, including its motivation, ambition, techniques,
and results, which we will continue to expand in the final year of the project.
We believe the techniques and theories that the project provides have potential
impact beyond computational journalism, by offering an alternative path to
the surface similarity-based search and recommendation services that shape the
personal and organisational information spaces that surround us today.
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